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Abstract
Deformable models have recently been accepted as

a standard technique to segment di�erent features
in facial images� Despite they give a good approxi�
mation of the salient features in a facial image� the
resulting shapes of the segmentation process seem
somewhat arti�cial with respect to the natural fea�
ture shapes� In this paper we show that active con�
tour models �in particular� rubber snakes� give more
close and natural representation of the detected fea�
ture shape� Besides� using snakes for facial segmenta�
tion frees us from the problem of determination of the
numerous weigths of deformable models� Another
advantage of rubber snakes is their reduced compu�
tational cost�
Our experiments using rubber snakes for segmen�

tation of facial snapshots have shown a signi�cant
improvement compared to deformable models�

� Introduction

The successful automatic extraction of facial features
is strongly dependent on the existance of feature
model that should be descriptive enough to embody
common shape� but yet 	exible to allow some degree
of variation 
��� With this fact we can explain the
popularity of deformable models 
�� for the segmen�
tation of facial features� Deformable models are col�
lections of parameterized curves �normally� parabolae
and circles� which� taken together� describe the ex�
pected shape of the feature to be detected in the im�
age 
��� The template interacts dynamically with the
original image and with the peaks� the valleys and the
edges derived from the image� An energy function is
determined that estimates and reduces the deviation
of the template from the image characteristics� The
minimum of the energy function corresponds to the
best �t with the image�
Due to the special shape of the deformable tem�

plate �consisting of parabolic curves and circles� the
segmented facial features seem somewhat arti�cial�
We should admit that almost never can we see such
a regular and symmetric eye� that the eyelashes have
exactly the shape of parabolic curves and the iris is
seen as a perfect circle� Another problem of the de�
formable models technique is the previous determina�
tion of the parameters of the parabolae and the circle
of the model and of the numerous weights for the con�
stituents of the energy determined empirically 
�� ��
�� ��� Xie et al� in 
�� propose to normalize the
di�erent external energies in order to avoid the prede�
termination of the weights� This way the parameters
to be assigned are reduced and the rest of them are
derived from the grey level mean and standard devi�
ation of the eye area� Another problem pointed out

by many researchers working on the facial features
segmentation by deformable models 
�� �� is the
di�cult segmentation of the lower eyelash and the
lower lip� We show here� that the use of snakes is
convenient for facial segmentation because they ad�
just themselves better to the facial image and help
avoid the mentioned problems of deformable models�

The main di�erence between deformable models
and rubber snakes is that the latter are not restricted
to some predetermined family of shapes� and this way
the segmented features have more natural representa�
tion� The classical snakes 
�� do not take into account
the speci�c a priori knowledge available� have more
parameters to update and� hence� they are computa�
tionally slower 
��� For this reason we chose to seg�
ment the facial features by rubber snakes 
�� whose
deformation is model�guided similarly to the elasti�
cally deformable models proposed by Terzopoulos et
al� 
�� The rubber snakes begin their deformation
from a particular model of an individual feature and
change their shape in accordance to the data in the
image maintaining minimal di�erence with the eye
model� This way they achieve to adjust themselves
better to the edges and valleys of the image and do
not need a previous determination of so many ener�
gies weights and parameters of parameterized curves
due to the explicit use of a feature model� The only
parameters necessary to determine previously are the
parameters of elasticity and rigidity that are global
for all the pixels of the snake� Similarly to the de�
formable models� the rubber snake deforms on edge
and valley potentials but in a reduced computational
process�

The deformable models have been prefered to the
active contour models because of their global defor�
mation 
��� the shape changes are propagating along
the parabolic curves and circles� In order to preserve
this global nature of the deformation process we pro�
pose to use an additional component to the inter�
nal energy acting as springs between certain pairs
of snake pixels and that take charge of the approx�
imately symmetric changes in the snake shape� Fi�
nally� in this work the standard scheme for the feature
localization and segmentation is modi�ed to optimize
the features localization� to solve some problems of
the segmentation as for example this of the lower eye�
lash and of the lower lip� and to reduce the calculus
of the deformation process�

The article is organized as follows� in section �� we
expose the fundamentals of rubber snakes� In section
�� we discuss the localization of the features of inter�
est� the eyes� the eyebrows and the mouth� Section �
is dedicated to features segmentation� Finally� con�
clusions are reported�



� Rubber Snake Model�
Fundamentals

A rubber snake is a continuous curve that� from an
initial state� tries to position itself dynamically on
image characteristics �f�e� edge or valley points��
External forces are designed to minimize the snake

external energy so that it is pushed towards certain
characteristics of the original image� These forces are
associated to a potential which is de�ned in terms of a
distance map of the image characteristics 
��� For the
facial segmentation we use two potential �elds� edge
potential �eld and valley potential �eld� The con�
struction of the edge potential �eld is done in terms
of a signed distance potential that explicitly incorpo�
rates information about the gradient direction of the
edges derived from the image 
���
An internal force of the rubber snake minimizes

its internal energy keeping it near the feature model�
The internal energy is as follows�
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where u�s� � �x�s�� y�s�� is the snake curve� s is
the curve arc�length� jus�s�j is the membrane energy
of the snake� juss�s�j is its thin�plate energy� ju�s�s�j
and ju�ss�s�j are the membrane energy and the thin�
plate energy of the feature model 
��� The parameter
of elasticity � and the parameter of rigidity � take
charge of the control of the snake deviation from the
model in each step of its movement� Thus� the rubber
snake explicitly incorporates structural information
about the desired �nal snake shape� The internal
force of the rubber snake always attempts to com�
pensate the changes caused by the external forces
and to preserve the object model controlled by the
parameters � and ��
The minimum of the snake energy corresponds to

the best �t with the image� The total energy of the
snake is represented by means of the energies addi�
tion functional�
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In order to extract di�erent types of characteristics
from the original image� we use the facet model� It
provides a more exact edge points detector� the zero�
crossing of the second directional derivative 
��� This
is an edge detection method which has a good lo�
calization as well as a good estimation of the edge
gradient� Another advantage is that it is very sensi�
tive to weak image characteristics� this way it gives
us more information about the facial features nor�
mally characterized by smooth contours� The facet
model also allows to extract in the same computa�
tional process the edge points with their magnitude
and direction� the valley points and the ridge points�

� Features Localization

In order to segment a facial feature by rubber snakes�
we need to locate an initial snake �a model� near the

feature� Also� as the snake deformation is guided by
a model� some normalization of the initial snake in
scale and orientation should be done using the infor�
mation derived in the stage of features localization�
A recommended technique for detection of facial

features is by template matching 
��� The main dis�
advantage of this approach is the expansive compu�
tational cost� In order to reduce this cost we com�
bine the template matching with the localization by
integral projections 
�� Instead of matching the tem�
plates on all the image� it is examined for locations
that ful�ll some predetermined constraint �for exam�
ple� bilateral symmetry� and thus the matching is
done in a delimited region�
Given an image I�x�y� we consider the vertical and

the horizontal integral projections in the 
x�� y�� �

x�� y�� rectangle de�ned as�
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Brunelli and Poggio 
� use the integral projections
on the edge map partitioned in terms of edge direc�
tions� We found out that more exact results can be
obtained applying the projection analysis on the in�
tensity image because of the smooth contours of most
of the facial features� One example of vertical and
horizontal projections of a face can be seen in Fig� 
and Fig� ��
In contrast with most features localizing tech�

niques that begin from the eyes extraction� we �rstly
detect the nose crest� The nose localization has the
advantage that we are looking for a homogeneous
bright area� where we do not �nd external elements
that cover it �as compared to the mouth or eyes�
where a beard or sunglasses may occur� making dif�
�cult their localization�� Therefore� the vertical pro�
jection is characterized by a well�di�erentiated peak
corresponding to the nose� The nose position is im�
portant to locate the eyes symmetrically with respect
to the nose� The eyes are localized by two symmetri�
cal pits in the vertical projection and by one pit in the
horizontal projection� Another pit in the horizontal
projection near the eye location corresponds to the
eyebrows� It can be more or less strong than the eye
pit and hence we use the fact that the eyes are bel�
low the eyebrows to determine the features location�
Other pits can appear in the vertical and horizontal
projections due to shades and wrinkles around the
eyes� Therefore� di�erent hypotheses are constructed
about the features location and a template matching
is performed in a neighbourhood of the supposed lo�
cation of the features� It is necessary� since the pro�
jections can change in some limits the horizontal and
vertical position of the features in case of di�erent
facial orientations�
For the localization of the eyes we used a tem�

plate matching because of the complex structure of
the eyes� The template consists of one horizontal
segment and three vertical segments looking for dark
areas corresponding to the iris and the upper eye�
lash and for brigth areas corresponding to the eye
whites� The template is normalized in accordance to
the expected feature scale� obtained by the projection
analysis� The localization of the eyebrows and the
mouth is simpler with respect to the eye localization�
the eyebrows are localized by looking for two valleys



Figure � Vertical projections of a face

Figure �� Horizontal projections of a face

bilaterally symmetrical with respect to the nose in
the neighbourhood of a pit of the horizontal projec�
tion� The mouth is detected looking for a valley with
its height near a pit in the horizontal projection and
symmetrical with respect to the width position of the
nose�

� Features Segmentation

Using the information regarding the expected scale
and orientation obtained from the distance between
both irises� the iris models are scaled and used as
initial snakes to adjust to the facial image�

��� Eye Segmentation

The segmentation of the eyes by rubber snakes is
performed in a sequential manner analogously to the
template deformation on di�erent epochs used by
Yuille et al� 
��� The reason is that it is easier to
detect the irises because they appear as two circular
spots symmetrically with respect to the nose� Once
they are detected� their location is used to orient the
models corresponding to the eyelashes� In order to
keep the circular shape of the iris� the iris snakes
try to maintain the thin�plate energy of the model�
Nevertheless� in cases of occluded part of the iris the
rubber snake obtains the exact contour� producing
this way the realistic iris shape�
After the detection of the irises� the eye contours

are considered� In contrast to the well�known works
on eyes segmentation� our observations on di�erent
eyes images are that it is more convenient to look for
the eye shape from the valley points than from the

edge points� because of the nature of the eyelashes�
In order to increase the global control on the snake

shape deformation we add a new term to the inter�
nal force of the rubber snake de�nition� This force
takes charge of the symmetric changes of the rubber
snakes� assuring this way certain symmetry between
both eyelashes� The new internal energy for an eye
is�
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where usym�s�� is the inverted and symmetric vector
of the snake curve u�s� with respect to both eye ends�
Given that the number of pixels for each eyelash is
equal and the �rst pixel and the middle pixel of the
snake should correspond to both ends of the eye� it
is easy to see that the snake for each eye deforms
symmetrically with respect to both its ends� The
coe�cient c controls the strength of the symmetry
constraint�
Another feature that helps eye segmentation is

provided by the iris contours� Using the fact that
the iris contour should lay inside the eye� we put the
detected irises into the valley potential� If the eye
model has some part near these valleys� and there are
not any stronger valleys due to eyelashes that make
the snake go out from the iris valleys� the snake po�
sition remains� so that the iris is always inside the
�nal eye contour detected by the snake�
Once the eye contours have been detected� the re�

sults are tested considering for each eye contour its
symmetrical one with respect to the nose crest� thus



Figure �� An example of segmented eyes and eyebrows through rubber snakes

forming two pairs of eyes and repeating the defor�
mation process� The best result of the deformation
process is chosen as �nal result�
When the lower eyelash has large external energy

�i�e� the snake fails to detect a valley corresponding
to the lower eyelash�� the snake is deformed on the
edge potential� Both the ends of the snake corre�
sponding to the lower eyelash are �xed� The snake
curve is divided in three parts and they are deformed
together but looking for edges with di�erent gradient
directions� The outside parts of the snake adjust to
edge points with gradient directed towards the inside
of the eye �due to the whites of the eye� and the cen�
tral part of the snake is adjusting to edge points with
gradient direction towards the outer part of the eye
�due to the touch of the eyelash with the iris�� Par�
allely� an eyelash snake is deformed adjusting itself
to edge points with gradient direction towards the
inside of the eye� This is the case when the eyelash
does not touch the iris of the eye� The energy of
the �nal snakes is estimated and the snake with the
lower energy is considered as the result of the seg�
mentation� An example of di�erent segmented eyes
can be seen in Fig� ��

��� Eyebrow Segmentation

The contours of the eyebrows are di�cult to detect
in many facial images because of the texture of the
eyebrows� It turned out that the valley points in�
formation derived from the original image gives us
more consistent data about the position and shape
of the eyebrows than that of the edge points� Follow�
ing this idea� we �rstly use an open snake to detect
a valley line corresponding to the eyebrow skeleton�
Afterwards� two initial models are put around the de�
tected valley and the best deformation is considered
as �nal result of the eyebrow segmentation� Using the
results of two models is preferable because of the ex�
istance of two general shapes of eyebrows one can see�
The �rst model corresponds to horizontal eyebrows�
while the second one corresponds to convex eyebrow
shapes� In order to help to the segmentation of the
eyebrow contour� an internal energy similar to that
of the eye is designed to add a new term� It provides
symmetry to the contour with respect to the skele�
ton of the eyebrow� The left and right eyebrows are
segmented independently and their results are tested

for symmetry� An example of di�erent segmented
eyebrows is given in Fig� ��

��� Mouth Segmentation

The segmentation of the mouth is similar to that of
the eyebrows� A di�erence is that here� instead of
the skeleton of the eyebrow� we have used the line be�
tween the lips detected on the valley potential by an
open snake� Afterwards� the mouth model is scaled
and oriented in accordance to the line between the
lips and put onto the edge potential in order to de�
tect the contours of the lips� The snake is deforming
symmetrically with respect to the line between the
lips� However� the constraint on the symmetry is
lower than in the case of the eyebrows and the eyes�
because the lips may be of di�erent width and also in
order to capture the existance of convexities in the
upper lip that have no corresponding symmetrical
convexities in the lower lip�
It has been already reported by other authors 
��

that the lower lip often creates problems to be de�
tected due to scarce edge points in the edge map� To
solve the problem we use the gradient direction of
the edge points� Depending on the illumination con�
ditions� the lower lip may be seen as a dark area� as a
bright area or� more frequently� as a smooth composi�
tion of dark�bright�dark areas� Since the edge poten�
tial contains explicit information about the gradient
direction of the edge points� three snakes are con�
structed corresponding to the di�erent possibilities
for the edge points and the snake with best energy
estimation after their deformation is considered as
the result of the lip segmentation� In Fig� � an ex�
ample of di�erent segmented mouths is shown�

� Results

We have applied the localization and segmentation
technique by rubber snakes presented here on �� fa�
cial images� The conditions on the facial images
were to allow �� deviation in scale� orientation and
translation from the center of the image� The illu�
mination when making the photos has been central�
The background is supposed to be approximately ho�
mogeneous� As a result� in �� images� the eyes were
segmented correctly� The other three failed to de�
tect correctly the irises because of their bright colour�
In the mouth segmentation� some problems appeared



Figure �� An example of segmented mouths through rubber snakes

when the line between the lips is shorter than the val�
ley line in the image due to the presence of wrinkles
next to the mouth� In three of the images� the snake
could not detect exactly the end of the mouth� The
problem we saw with the eyebrows detection is their
eventual merge with shadows above the eyes as well
as the occlusion of the eyebrow by the hair� We are
working on incorporation of high�knowledge about
the faces to guide and to test the snake deformation
results� An extremely interesting issue to be consid�
ered for facial segmentation is the implementation of
snakes for the di�erent features that should deform
simultaneously and dependently from each other�

� Conclusions

The facial segmentation by rubber snakes can be con�
sidered as a more global technique than the one by
deformable templates and less global than by origi�
nal snakes� It has the advantage that the snakes cap�
ture di�erent shapes� unrestricted in a certain family�
according to the image characteristics and the im�
posed constraints on its �distance� to a given model�
Besides its possibility to obtain approximately sym�
metrical shapes� its principal di�erence from the de�
formable templates is that it does not need to mod�
elize the object it is looking for� since the model is
used implicitly� We also show that the role of valley
points is signi�cant for the correct localization and
segmentation of most of the facial features as f�e� the
eye� This fact allowed us to simplify the scheme of
facial segmentation by rubber snakes using only two
external energies� The result is the reduced com�
plexity of the segmentation process and no need of
determination of a number of weights used in other
facial segmentation techniques�
Since this segmentation technique is not depending

on the features we have considered until now� it is
easy transferred in segmentation modules for other
objects� Our future work is related to the application
of the segmentation technique by rubber snakes to
detect other facial features and objects as wrinkles�
spectacles� a moustache� etc� as part of our future
work on facial expressions recognition�
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